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_ “that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDIIOR. 
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.
A PINNACLE OF ROCKS AMONG MOUNTAINS.
ASIA.
Fit throne for such a power! Magnificent!
How glorious art thou Earth! And if thou be 
The shadow of some spirit lovelier still 
Though evil stain its work, and it should be 
Like its creation, weak yet beautiful,
I could fall down and worship that and thee.
Even now my heart adorethj Wonderful.
Look, sister, ere the vapor dim thy brain:
Beneath is a wide plain of billowy mist,
As a lake, paving in the morning sky,
With azure waves which bursts in silver light,
Some Indian vale. Behold rolling on 
Under the curdling winds, and islanding 
The peak whereon we stand, midway around, 
Encinctured by the dark and blooming forests,
Dim twilight lawns, and stream illumined caves,
And wind enchanted shapes ot wandering mist;
And far on high the keen sky-ceaving mountains 
From icy spires of sun-like radiaice Ding 
The dawn, as lifted Ocean’s dazzing spray,
From some Atlantic islet scatter ciup,
Spangles the wind with lamp-like vater drops.
The vale is girdled with their walk a howl 
Of cataracts from their thaw-clovei ravines 
Satiates the listening wind, continues, vast 
Awful as silence. Hark! the rushii^ snow !
The sun -awakened avalanche! whose muss 
Thrice shifted by the storm, had gathered there 
Flake after flake, in Ileavcn-defying winds 
As thought by thought is piled, till some great truth 
Is loosened, and the nations echo round,
Shaken to their roots, as do the mountains now.
rS»MlTT.T TV.
biography.
From the Christian Observer for September. 
MEMOIR OF WILLIAM LAWRENCE.
A Berkshire Shepherd.
[concluded.]
There are, unhappily, but few opportunities for 
presenting to the notice of the public, persons in 
the character of laborers who have never had any 
share in augmenting the burden of the poor rates; 
when, therefore, such a case does occur, it may 
be useful to examine the causes which have opera­
ted to prevent that rare individual assimilating 
with his fellows. Lawrence was the son of most 
deserving parents, who depended entirely on their 
own energies for the support of themsevles and 
their numerous family. He imbibed the same spi­
rit and commenced his career with no other inde­
pendence than diligence and economy. The mo­
ney thus obtained he duly valued, hecause aware 
of the difficulty with which it had been obtained. 
After his marriage, instead of resorting to the pa­
rish, his exertions increased with his increasing 
family; for he established an evening school for 
boys, which, while it afforded him a remuneration 
for his trouble, was very useful to those whom he 
instructed. Besides this, following up the dictates 
of a sound judgment and an independent spirit, he 
employed his leisure in mending shoes for the neigh­
borhood; he occasionally acted as the pig-butcher; 
and he was mole-catcher on the farm, which was 
quite compatible with the business of a shepherd 
—the latter affording him a small regular income, 
while the former services were paid for as they 
occurred.
The period of his active industry was suddenly 
brought to a elose, by a load of oat sheaves falling
on him, which so severely injured his spine, as to 
bring on a series of incurable and protracted suf­
ferings, from which death alone could effectually 
relieve him. In addition to constant wearing pain 
and debility, he had now to endure the weariness 
felt by an industrious and active spirit, amidst the 
cessation of that habitual employment, which in 
the wise dispensations of Divine Providence, be­
comes so continued a mitigation of continued toil. 
He was altogether laid aside. That he at times 
acutely felt this, was evidenct, yet he bowed 
submissively to it; and received with a cheerful 
smile the observation one day made to him by a 
casual visitor, who had heard of his taste for Mil- 
ton’s poetry, that not only among the angels they 
honor God who “at his bidding, speed,” but they 
also no less acceptably serve him, who wait in pa­
tience for his commands, and yield themselves to 
his disposal. As, however, it had been his honor 
and happiness to “abide with God in his calling,” 
amidst active duties, so now, amidst disability and 
suffering, “patience had her perfect work.” So 
exemplary was this, and so admirable a termina­
tion did it afford to his honorable course, that as his 
condition became known, not a few of the higher, 
and some among the highest class of society not 
only took pleasure in personally ministering to his 
comfort, but in witnessing, by their visits to his 
cottage, the instructive calmness and humble dig­
nity of one, whom an Apostle would have called 
“a brother of low degree,” exalted by principles 
of the highest and noblest tendency.
During the period of his long and painful illness, 
he lived in a little hamlet called New Town, in the 
parish of Hitcham, Bucks, adjoining a lane lead­
ing from the Church to the Bath road. Although 
the place was so obscure, a carriage was frequent­
ly to be seen at his door, the distinguished owner 
of which was within the cottage conversing with 
the sufferer, whose intelligence and consistent piety 
attracted much atttention. He felt very grateful 
to his benefactors for the kindness towards him 
during his long and painful illness; and would of­
ten say, “To think that God should raise me up 
so many friends, who furnish me with such numer­
ous comforts, and from whose sympathy I derive 
such consolation; especially so many ladies and 
gentleman of rank and influence, who might never 
have heard of my situation!” Tears trickled down 
his cheeks while he acknowledged this, together 
with the obligations he was under to the medical 
gentlemen whose attentions to him were unremit­
ting and gratuitous.
A few brief notices of his conversations dur­
ing his illness, will illustrate his religious char­
acter.
One distinguished feature of his mind was sub­
mission to the divine will. He had learned in what­
soever state he was, therewith to be content. He 
was asked, when suffering very acutely, “Would 
you exchange this scene of affliction for wealth, 
ease, and worldly enjoyment?” He replied; “Not 
on any account; it is the will of God that I should 
suffer, and therefore it is best for me.”
On one occasion when a kind friend w?,9 con­
versing with him, after dwelling with great de­
light on that text “For our light affliction which 
is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more ex­
ceeding and eternal weight ot glory,” he said, 
“How the apostles labors to express the wonder­
ful glory! he calls it a 4 weight’ of glory; as much 
as can be heaped upon the believer.” Another
day he said, “ The right way to look upon our bles­
sings, is to consider them all forfeited by sin; and 
then we shall receive those which God gives us 
back, with thankfulnesss, as his gifts.” “How 
, striking,” he adds, “is that expression of the Psalm­
ist, ‘I have seen an end of all perfection; but 
thy commandment is exceeding broad?’ Who 
can tell what it extends to? The natural heart 
sees nothing of its spirituality; it looks only to 
the words: but Christ shows how it extends to the 
thoughts and desires. Matt. v. ^8. I was brought 
up in a very decent and moral way, and I do not 
think any man could say he ever heard me swear 
in his life; I pride myself in not doing it, and 
some used to call me a ‘Methodist,’ though I had 
not much right to the name. I thought myself in 
a fair way for heaven, and was working my way 
there as fast as I could; when it pleased God to 
bring me under the sound of the Gospel—I heard
Mr.------and when I saw I was all wrong, and that
I wanted a better righteousness than my own for 
justification: I endeavored to seek that “which is 
of God by faith.’” He then continued, “I have 
seen the nature of true repentance; It leads a 
a man to wish all his sins were undone. He would 
undo them if he could because they have offended 
God-” A person was then referred to, in whom 
it was hoped a favorable change had taken place; 
for he had been persuaded to go to Church, and 
to read his Bible. “Yes,” said he, “that looks 
well; it promises fair; but many make a sort of 
an outward reformation for a time, without a real 
change; ‘reformation is no regeneration,’ as an 
old author says; when there is a real change of 
heart,, there will be an abhorrence of former sins.” 
“How self mixes itself with everything!” said he 
one day, “it is our grand enemy; the desire ot 
being thought well of by others." Jt was once ob­
served to him, “what a blessing, affliction had of­
ten proved to those who where exercised there­
by. “Yes,” he replied, “but of itself it has no 
power to do good. I have seen many persons 
brought into it, and go out just the same as before. 
If it induces reflection, it is a great blessing, but 
there must be the sanctifying Spirit.” At anoth­
er time he said, “Sometimes uneasy thoughts will 
come, but I am prevented from dwelling on them. 
A ship at sea may be kept out so long, that all 
the store of provisions may be exhausted before 
it reaches the harbor; so my store of provisions 
may become less and less, till it is gone. I know 
of no promise which says that the Christian shall 
not die in a workhouse. But I am able to put 
these thoughts from me.” It being asked whether 
he had any uneasy feeling about death; he replied 
“I have no doubts or fears respecting it, for 1 find 
Christ to be a sure foundation.”
The closing scenes of his life presented him 
consoled and supported amidst all his sufferings 
because he felt assured that the Eternal God 
was his refuge, and that underneath him were the 
Everlasting arms.” One day he seemed suffering 
very much, and said, “people tell me sometimes 
to keep up my spirits, but they do not know what 
it is to be here for years, without power to work 
for their families, nor how busy Satan is. A per­
son once observed to me, ‘It is easier, to preach 
than to practice;’ Ah! thought I, you are not far 
from the mark. Sometimes when all are asleep, 
and I am lying, here, I have such peace and com­
fort! my sufferings are very great, but they do not 
distract me as they used to do; it is not that tear-
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ing, racking pain.” When in some degree free J 
from pain, his visitors always found him with his ( 
books around him, particularly his Bible, Hymn • 
•books, and Newton’s letter; and he would often ! 
quote very exactly his favorite passages. One I 
day he said he had been reading the First Epistle [ 
of St. John; and in speaking of that passage, 
‘Whosoever is born of God sinneth not:’ ‘It can­
not mean,’ said he, ‘that the believer is without 
sin, because in another part of the same epistle, it 
is said, ‘ If any man sin, we have an Advocate with 
the Father;’ but a Christian does not allow him­
self to remain in sin; he renounces it.’
He used to speak with grief of some around 
him who were living in sin, and seemed much to 
regret being forced to hear their conversation as 
they passed by his dwelling.
One of the last times he could hold a long con­
versation, he talked much of the fifteenth chapter 
of the first Epistle to the Corinthians, on the re­
surrection. But the way of salvation through faith 
in Christ, was his great theme.—One day he said, 
“But I must ever come back to that great salva­
tion; I must dwell upon it.” His expression fre­
quently, when asked concerning the state of his 
mind, was—
“Sweet to lie passive in his hand,
And know no will but Ilis.”
His exalted patience and liveliness filled all who 
saw him with astonishment, when contrasted by 
his pale emaciated countenance, and the interrup­
tions frequently caused by his cough.
When a person whom he had known from infan­
cy, called to see him, and was about to take a 
last farewell of him, he looked up, amidst weak­
ness and pain, and said, “I wish you every new 
covenant blessing.” He said of a relation, ‘I love 
him, not merely because he is a relation, but be­
cause he is a brother iu Christ.”
When he was told of the ravages, the cholera . 
morbus was making in Russia, and that numbers 
of bodies were thrown together in a pit, without 
Christian burial, he said, with much earnestness, 
“ But what has become of their immortal souls? 
It is of little moment how the body is disposed of, 
so that the soul is safe, in the mercy of God through 
Christ Jesus.” It was observed to him, ‘ what de­
light will the Christian feel, when delivered from 
pain and sorrow, and suffering, and above all, from 
sin, his greatest, burden, to find himself in that 
world where there is no more sin and death, and 
•where all tears are wiped from off all faces,” and 
where he may dwell forever in the bosom of his 
God and Savior in the full fruition of his love!” 
This remark drew from him tears of joy believing, 
as he did, that such happiness remained for him; 
and knowing, that amidst all his sufferings, ‘the 
joy of the Lord was his strength.’
Christianity when truly received, has a tenden­
cy to enlarge the understanding and improve the 
heart. Even the laboring poor rise immediately 
in the scale of being, when they are brought to 
know the truths of the Gospel. Instead of their 
former selfishness, they begin to feel for the mise­
ries of others, and to desire that they may become 
partakers of the benefits which they enjoy. To 
promote this object, (so far as pecuniary means 
can do so) they are found willing to make personal 
sacrifices, and, like the widow whom our Lord 
commended, to bestow a portion of that which he 
has given them. The truth of this remark was 
verified in the practice of Lawrence, who for ma­
ny years contributed an annual sum of ten shil­
lings and sixpence, towards instructing the poor 
•and ignorant. This is by no means a solitary ex­
ample.
Some days previous to his death, I called to see 
him, and found him laboring hard for breath and 
in great bodily weakness and pain. He had not 
then spoken for hours, and it was thought, by 
those around him, that his end was near. After 
looking at him some time, I said, “Still in the 
body?” he replied, “yes, how long I know not; 
I am waiting the Lord’s time.” I continued, 
‘■You appear to suffer much, but you are looking 
to that world where the inhabitants shall not say 
I am sick, and where the people who dwell there­
in are forgiven their iniquity.” He added, “Eye 
hath not seen, nor car heard, neither hath it en­
tered in to the heart of man to conceive, the things
which God hath prepared for them that love him.” 
It was said, “ You are looking for a city which hath 
foundations, whose builder and maker is God;” he 
replied, “That is my expectation.”
A few hours before he died, he looked up, and 
seeing a female attendant by his bed-side, he said, 
“Will the Saviour be long,” she replied, “Not 
lo:.)g;” he repeated, “Not long,” and soon after 
closed his eyes for ever on a world of sin and sor­
row.
RSLIGIOUS.
OBLIGATIONS TO PUBLIC WORSHIP. 
Besides innumerable injunctions, some of them 
most peremptory and decisive, not to neglect the 
assembling of ourselves together as the manner 
of some is, we have the whole history of the 
church of God as recorded in Holy Writ, bearing 
its testimony to the observance of this institution 
in every age of the world. We have the venera­
ble sages of the patriarchal dispensation rising in 
hoary majesty to our view, and marking the suc­
cessive stages of their pilgrimage with altars erect­
ed unto the Lord, around which their servants, 
families, and independents, met together for the 
purpose ot partaking of the devotional or sacri­
ficial rite. We have the Princes, the Prophets, 
and the Priest, of the Mosaic dispensation, sur­
rounded with the whole company of the faithful, 
maintaining the worship of the temple in all its 
sacred magnificence, and deeming it their chiefest 
joy to mingle with its crowd of suppliants and to 
swell the tide of its symphonies. We have the 
example of the Saviour himself and his disciples, 
at the dawn of the evangelical dispensation, at­
tending the service of the synagogue from one 
Sabbath to another, and endeavoring to raise the 
will-worship of Pharisaic formality and hypocrisy 
i into wholesome Scriptural instruction and pure 
devotional adoration. As the principles of the 
Gospel began to be more fully developed in the 
establishment of churches, through the labors of 
the evangelists and apostles, we find the same 
practice observed and enforced by more urgent 
injunctions. And thus, upon every ground of 
reason and authority, of duty and expediency, of 
moral fitness and positive enactment, are we bound 
at all practicable and suitable seasons to engage 
in the worship of God. He, therefore, wfro wil­
fully neglects it, stands condemned of a most pal­
pable and direct violation of one of the first and 
most imperative duties which a creature owes to 
his Creator; a duty infinitely enhanced in its ob­
ligations by those engaging considerations which 
spring out of the covenant of grace__ Davis’s Or­
dinances of Religion.
From the Vermont Chronicle. 
“AWAKE, THOU THAT SLEEPEST.”
A correspondent has sent us a few words of at 
monition to those that sleep during public worshij 
—especially such of them as are professors of rt 
ligion. We would insert his- remarks, but we coi 
fess our views on this subject differ from those < 
some other people. We think few, if any, woul 
sleep during a sermon, were not the minister i 
fault. If he does not preach the gospel so as, e> 
traordinaries excepted, to keep people awake, h 
certainly does not preach it in its power. It mui 
be that he covers up its mighty meaning, and hide 
from his audience, their deep interest in it. W 
advise all ministers, whenever they find the hab 
of sleeping prevailing in their congregations, e 
ther to take dismissions forthwith, or to make sue 
alterations in their matter, or manner, or both, t 
will effectually break up the habit.
This subject brings to mind the account whic 
i\n7,agend friend Save us’ of his hearing Georg 
? for the first time. He was a men
berot College at Princeton. Hearing that Whiti 
held was to preach, he attended, anxious to satisf 
bimself whether the preacher really deserved a 
the celebrity he had acquired. The day was raim 
and the audience small; and the preacher, accu' 
tomed to address thousands at once, did not fei 
his powers called forth as at other times. Aftt 
bearing about one third of the sermon, or so, oi 
friended to himself, “The man is not so gre< 
a woiiugf, fiftei* quite celadon-place and si
of that ■ and looting round upon the'an io” , h
\ , ,7 '!Ppeared as “i-lerested as „ ’
and that „ d fathy who sat dirMt|}, 
of t e pulpit, and who always went to' sleep a% 
hearing the text and plan of the sermon, w?as e
11S n?P u-USr al* About this tinie- White 
field stopped. His face went rapidly through ®
der-cloud than any thing else; and begiSg “
* 7 — Guine to sneak t
you in my own name, you might rest your elbow 
on your knees and your heads upon your hanj 
and sleep,—and onee tn a while look up and sav 
what does the babbler talk of? But I have not com 
to you in my own name. No; I have come t 
you in the name of the Lord God of Hosts, a
------here he brought down hand and foot at once
so as to make the whole house ring again-“an 
I must and will be heard.” Every one in the U startetl,a„d old father —anton^lXsl A ! 
Aye continued the preacher, looking dlrectlv a 
Azm- “I have waked you up, have I? I 
to do it. 1 have not come here to preach to stOcks
ofdtheOLoOrder J hfav"comet°y°uin the nam, 
of the Lord God of Hosts, and I must, and wil 
have an audience. And from that time, said, ou 
informant, “he went on in a different stile, am 
carried us just where lie pleased.”
It would be arrant folly in common men. to at 
tempt to imitate Whitefild; but we wish that tin 
sight of sleeping congregations would make a! 
men feel as W hitefield felt. The influence of thi 
feeling in the preacher would seldom fail to wak< 
up the sleepers. But should it ever fail, Rt the 
minister at once take a dismission. Every mar 
that sleeps during worship, bears the strongest tes­
timony in his power that, to him, the labors of his 
minister are useless; and every such nap should 
be considered as a vote, that the minister should 
either mend or letve the place. No professions 
of attachment at other times should be allowed tc 
balance this testimony; for it is as certain as any 
thing can be, thit no man receives benefit from 
sermons preachfd while he is asleep.
MAKING TOO FREE WITH OTHER PEOPT P> 
MONEY.
Soon after the publication of the first part ol 
this little work, I was spending a social hour with 
three or four friends, on£ of whom was seated by 
the side of a table, on which lay a little money 
belonging to the family, in whose house we were 
met. While busily employed in free conversation" 
the friend above mentioned, in a kind of absence 
for which some people are a little remarkable, 
began fingering and counting the money, till be­
thinking and detecting himself, he exclaimed, 
“Bless me, what am I after 1” Another replied, 
“ Don’t be alarmed, Sir, you are only doing what 
is very common.” “What is that, Sir?” “Why, 
making free with other people's money, Sir.” “In. 
deed,” said another, “it is a very common evil, 
and I think it should be noticed among Common 
Scenes.” This last remark left an impression on 
my mind, and when at leisure I soon began to in­
quire if the subject admitted of improvement: 
the following observations will enable the reader 
to determine.
1. The prevalence of this evil is extensive.—For 
it is not confined to highway robbers, house-break­
ers, pickpockets, swindlers, or pilferers. It is an 
evil of astonishing magnitude, and is practised in 
a variety of forms. If our expenditure exceeds 
the bounds of our income—if we keep borrowed 
money beyond the time specified for returning it 
—if we withhold money when just bills or wages 
become due—if we borrow and employ other peo­
ple’s money in a way of speculation—if we pur­
chase goods, which our circumstances will notal­
low us to pay for—if we waste by extravagance, 
what a master, mistress, parent, or friend has in­
trusted to our care—and if in any way we disable 
ourselves from rendering to all their due, we are 
making free with other people’s money in ways 
which neither religion nor common honesty wil 
justify.
2. The eonsequences of this evil are serious.— 
Many have lost reputation by it, and cannot be 
trusted where they are known. Many have lost
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their peace and confidence thereby, and cannot
regain it; and many have beggared their families, 
and even lost their lives as the just consequence of 
this evil. It is this which has filled the trades
mens books with bad debts—that has swelled the I fore had experienced so powerful a sense of their 
lists of bankrupts from year to year—that has ru-1 unworthiness, so utter a detestation of every kind 
ined many a little tradesman and his family, and i of sin, or so delightful a communion with the Holy 
thrown manv an honest man into prison. The in- Spirit. On account of these eminent spiritual fa- 
nocent often suffers with the guilty, and frequent-' vours, the Association is admirably adapted to the 
ly to a much greater extent; and the friendly act i rebuilding of a'dilapidated congregation to the col- 
- ' '■ ’ iich in many cases might be almost; lection of a scattered flock. One objection fre-of lending, whic in any
as great an act of charity as giving, is now become 
so dangerous, that it is rare to find a man who can 
be persuaded to perform it.
3. The principles to which this evil must be as­
cribed are dangerous; for in many cases where it 
would be thought uncharitable and severe to as­
cribe it to dishonest intentions, it may easily 
be traced to habits of carelessness, extravagance,
quently made to powerful appeals and excitements 
on religion is, that they are’followed by a long 
lukewarmness. I promptly answer to this that 
the statement cannot be supported by fact. Have 
revivals of religion been less frequent in the-Epis­
copal Church during 1832, because they were nu­
merous in 1830 and 31? By no means; on the 
contrary, seasons of refreshing have been many in
or intemperance; which, when indulged for a sea-, number and gf.eat in extent, during the present 
son, become the fruitful sources of disorder, em- j year. In some(of the Churches of the Methodists, 
barrassment, and wretchedness. ! there have occurred noted revivals every two or
4. The aggravations of this evil are monstrous.' three years, for the space of twenty and thirty 
When children make free with their parent’s mo- j years back. The temporal interests of a Church 
as if it was no sin to rob a parent—when ser-1 are more advanced by raising religious excite-ney
vants, partners in trade, or professed friends, take 
this liberty with that which is not their own, it is 
easy to perceive that their conduct is awfully ag­
gravated, by their solemn obligations, their inti­
mate relations, their professed attachments, and
ments. Those whose attentions were directed to 
the all-important subject, although they returned 
to the world, are nevertheless, inclined to yield 
their support and influence to that denomination 
of Christians among whom religious impressions
by the confidence which had been placed in them.; were received. The Association, therefore, ap- 
When the rich grind the faces of the poor, whom pears to me to be the most powerful instrument 
they ought rather to befriend—when they waste that the Episcopal Church possesses, to advance
in extravagance and vice what might gladden the 
hearts of many that are ready to perish—when 
the wages is withheld which has been earned by 
hard labor—or when poor people carry their ready 
money elsewhere, in preference to the houses 
where they have standing debts, it requires no 
great penetration to discover that the crime is aw­
fully aggravated. What a depraved creature is 
man, who can be guilty of such conduct, and yet 
be careless and unconcerned about his vile princi­
ples and his awful destiny ?
5. The only effectual cure for this evil is to be 
found in religion. By an enlightened judgment 
the mind becomes imbued with sound principles, 
which will produce a sound experience, and pro­
mote a sound practice, arising from conscientious 
motives. The Gospel, which.brings good tidings 
of salvation, and calls to repentance and faith in 
Jesus, teaches us to deny ungodliness and world­
ly lusts—to live soberly, righteously, and godly 
to render to all their due
both her spiritual and her temporal interest.
A Layman of Maryland.
HAPPY DEATHS.
“The chamber where the good man meets his fate.
Is privileged beyond the common walk 
Of virtuous life, quite on the verge of heaven.”
Young.
“ As the rivers roll the smoothest the nearer 
they approach the ocean, as the sun appears most 
glorious when setting, so it is with the Christian.” 
—Hear his expiring language. Farewell all ter­
restrial scenes! I know that my Redeemer liveth. 
What a happy change! Earth for heaven, time 
for eternity, conflict for victory, sorrow for unin­
terrupted joy! Into thy hands, O immortal Sa­
viour, I commit my spirit. Thine it is to conduct 
me through the valley, thine to raise to glory, and 
thine to crown me with eternal joy.
Mr. Haliburton, when dying, thus addressed 
those around him:—“Here is a demonstration of 
to do unto others as! the reality and power of faith and godliness. I, a 
we would they should do unto us—to do justly, ■ poor, weak, and timorous man, once as much afraid 
love mercy, and walk humbly with God—to ab- j of death as any one: I, who was many years un­
stain from all appearance of evil; and from love 
to God and holiness, to say,
“Make me to walk in thy commands,
’Tis a delightful road;
Nor let my head, or heart, or hands,
Offend against my God.”
Finally, we may have worse enemies than those 
who make free with our money, Character is 
worth more than money. A good name will great­
ly befriend us if money fails, but no money will 
restore, or be admitted as a substitute for a blast­
ed reputation! The tongues of envy, prejudice, 
and slander, have often maliciously made free with 
the good man’s name; and many, by reporting 
“all manner of evil falsely,” have injured a char­
acter far better than their own, the consequences 
of which have been more distressing than the loss 
of all their property.
-------- “Who steals my purse steals trash;
’T was mine—’tis his, and may be slave to thousands— 
But he who filches from me my good name,
Robs me of that, which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.”
[ Common Scenes.
From the Episcopal Recorder. 
ASSOCIATIONS.
Associations are yearly becoming more popular 
in the Church. A blessing from God seems al­
ways to attend them, either by extending religion 
among those previously thoughtless on the sub­
ject or by increasing the spiritual strength and 
sanctification of those already regenerate. During 
the existence one of these powerful appeals to 
the throne of God, and to the free will of man, at
which I was present, the effects on the old corn- triumphant departure, she repeated, with a pecu- 
municants of the Church was very remarkable.— i liar emphasis, the beautiful explanation of the se- 
Some who had been partakers of the eucharist for j cond article of faith by Luther, and and with these 
ten or twenty years, declared that they never be- words her happy spirit departed to another world, 
there to see His face, “of whom the whole family of 
heaven and earth is named.”
Jeremiah Evarts in the near prospects of death 
showed most happy tranquility. lie had that peace 
of God which passeth all understanding. Who 
would not think himself rewarded for the toils and 
sufferings of a whole life, yea of a thousand years, 
by what this faithful servant of God was permitted 
to enjoy just before his decease when God caused 
so wonderful a light shine upon his soul. Seem­
ing to be nearly exhausted, he very tenderly ex­
pressed his affection for his Savior. Soon after, 
he burst forth with expressions of rapture which 
cannot be described.—“Praise him, praise him, 
praise him in a way which you know not of.” And 
when it was said, “You will soon see Jesus as he 
is, and will then know how to praise him,” he ex­
claimed, ‘Wonderful, wonderful, wonderlul, glo­
ry ! We cannot comprehend! Wonderful glory ! 
I will praise him, I will praise him! Wonderful, 
glory, Jesus reigns.”
der the terrors of death, came, in the mercy of 
God, and by the power of his grace, composedly 
and with joy to look death in the face. I have 
seen it its paleness, and all the circumstances of 
horror that attend it. I dare look it in the face 
in its most ghastly shape, and hope to have in a 
little time, the victory over it. Glory glory to 
him? O what of God do I see! I have never 
seen any thing like it. The beginning and end of 
religion are wonderfully sweet! I long for his sal­
vation—I. bless his name! I have found him! 
am taken up in blessing him! I am dying, rejoic­
ing in the Lord! O, I could not have believed 
that I should bear, and bear cheerfully as I have 
done, this rod which hath lain on me so long. This 
is a miracle. Pain without pain! You see man 
dying, a monument of the glorious power of as­
tonishing grace!” Some time after, he said, 
“When I shall be so weakened as not to be able 
to speak, I will give you, if I can, a sign of tri­
umph when I am near to glory.” This he did; 
for when one said, “1 hope you are encouraging 
yourself in the Lord,” not being able to speak he, 
lifted up his hands, clapped them, and quickly af­
ter expired.
Mrs. Frederica Hayne in her illness, gave certain 
evidence of her unshaken faith in Christ, her as­
surance of an interest in the Redeemer, and her 
firm hope of eternal life. She told her physician, 
“It was for her children’s sake she consulted; tor
From the London Christian Observer. 
DEFINITION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.
Will one of your able correspondents be kind 
enough to inform a plain simple man what is meant 
by “useful knowledge?” I used to think that to 
learn to know and serve God, to fear him and to 
keep his commandments, was very useful know­
ledge; and I was acustomed to consider the Bible 
as containing the most useful knewledge extant; 
and even your pages 1 thought not wholly useless, 
as I often gained a hint from them for reproof, cor­
rection, or instruction in righteousness.
But all this, I am told, was my rustic ignorance ; 
that useful knowledge means, to know ail about 
rail-roads, and steam-engines, and elephants, and 
hippopotamuses, and other things, which in our 
village no more concern many of us than a ser­
mon preached twenty miles off. I admit that they 
are very entertainiug as a recreation; and that they 
may also keep a man from the public house, and 
enlarge his mind; and in these and other respects 
be very serviceable; and I would not quarrel with 
the title of “useful knowledge” applied to such 
things, if I did not see a disposition among some 
of my neighbors to suppose that other knowledge 
must therefore be use/m—particularly the know­
ledge of the Bible, and every thing that respect* 
the soul and eternity—just as yon hear some men 
speak of “ the useful classes,” as if no person were 
of any value in society who does not earn his liv­
ing by manual labor. But why should not even 
parsons be reckoned among the useful classes? I 
am sure our clergyman has been of more use to 
me and my family, both in body and soul, than if 
he had taught us the names of all the parrots and 
monkeys in the Zoological Gardens; and that his 
religious tracts on our shelves, and his broad-sheet* 
with very respectable pictures on our walls, have 
done more to make us wise,industrious,religious and, 
I happy than the most useful wood cuts of the Seven 
Wonders of the World, and the history and repre­
sentation of both the giants in Guildhall to boot.
I think, Sir, you will see, upon reflection, that 
deception lurks under such exclusive titles. Why 
are not Tract and Bible societies “useful know­
ledge” societies? I can hardly persuade myself 
that the assuption of such an epithet in relation 
to things merely temporal, is ndt meant as an in­
direct slight to things spiritual and eternal. Had 
it been said ‘secular’knowledge, or‘physical’ or 
‘scientific,’ or ‘literary’ knowledge, it would have 
been very proper; but to call that knowledge ex­
clusively “useful,” which leaves out all that is 
useful to the soul and beyond the grave, is a per­
version of terms which I cannot but think a symp­
tom of the religious skepticism of these our un­
happy days. Is it of no use to know how to get 
to heaven? 1 am the more anxious to have the 
subject considered, because some of my neighbors 
tell me that Mr. Hume, or some other great man 
intends to get a system of national education con- 
useful knowledge” principle.
her own part, she was quite ready to depart; death 
to her was nothing more than a transition from one ! structed upon the 
apartment to another. A short period before her t Let us, before we begin upon this plan, really uib
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derstand what useful knowledge is, especially to 
those whose time for reading is very limited. The 
Bible says that “the fear of the Lord is wisdom; 
and to depart from evil is understanding.” Might 
it not be worth inquiring whether this is truth?
A Rustic Ckistian Observer.
strous
From the Sunday School Journal. 
TIIE POPE'S ENCYCLICAL LETTER.
We have see r a French copy of the circular let­
ter of the present Pope, (Gregory XVI.) to his 
bishops, issued from Rome in September last, and 
suppose that on many accounts it deserves our no­
tice. As it is often alleged that there have been 
essental reformations in the opinions and practices 
of the Roman Catholic church, it is a matter of no 
common importance that the views which eman­
ate from the highest source of authority should 
be known. It is our desire to keep our readers 
apprised, not only of all that is encouraging in the 
spirit of the times, but of all the sources from 
which an influence is exerted, which in our opin­
ion is calculated to counteract the exertions of 
evangelical Christians. Whenever we may be call­
ed to this duty, we shall endeavor to discharge it 
in the spirit by which we hope that every depart­
ment of the great design in which this Journal is 
co-operating, will be conducted. We feel bound 
by the principles of the gospel and by the deco­
rum of social life, to abstain from all expressions 
of personal contempt and judicial denunciation, 
when referring to the members of any sect, how­
ever widely we may believe them to have wander­
ed from the truth. Their condemnation it is not 
for us to pronounce, and we regard it as positive­
ly wrong to postpone all hope of convincing men 
of their errors—perhaps conscientiously cherished 
—by exciting and irritating their feelings by ridi­
cule and persecution. At the same time, it is re­
ligious duty to oppose error in all its forms, and to 
disseminate the truth whenever an opportunity is 
opened. We regard this as the most successful me­
thod of purging away corruption and scattering ig­
norance.
But to return to the letter. The Pope commen­
ces by alluding to the embarrassments of his poli­
tical government as having prevented him from 
sooner addressing his clergy in the usual form of 
a circular. His own views of the present state of 
the Roman church—throughout Europe, we sup- 
nose—are stated with earnestness and boldness. 
We translate the subjoined passages on this sub­
ject, as interesting in this respect.
“We can say with truth, that now is the hour 
of the power of darkness, to sift the elect like 
wheat. Yes, the earth is in sorrow and perishes; 
it is infected by the corruption of its inhabitants 
because they have violated the laws, changed the 
ordinances of the'Lord, broken his eternal alliance!
“We speak to you, venerable brethren, of that 
which you yourselves see, and over which we la­
ment together. It is the triumph of unrestrained 
wickedness, impudent knowledge, and boundless 
licence. Sacred things are despised, and the ma­
jesty of divine worship is decried, profaned, ridi­
culed by perverse men. I he holy doctrines are 
corrupted, and errors of all kinds are boldly pro­
pagated. Neither the sacred laws, nor justice, 
nor the maxims, nor more venerable rules, are safe 
from the attacks of the tongues of evil. The chair 
of the blessed Peter, in which we sit, and where 
Jesus Christ has laid the foundation of his church 
is violently shaken, and the bonds of unity are 
weakened and broken every day. The divine au­
thority of the church is attacked, its rights are de­
stroyed; it is subjected to earthly considerations, 
and reduced to a base servitude; it is given up by 
gross injustice to the hatred of the populace. The 
obedience due to bishops is set aside, and their 
rights are trampled under foot. Our academies 
and gymnasia resound horribly with new and mon- 
opinions, which not only sap the Catholic
i svdt y and by subterfuges, but openly make great cause of the ruin of nations has been “the 
pub ic and criminal war upon it; for when youth immoderate freedom of opinions, the liberty of dis- 
are corrupted by the maxims and examples of | course, and the love of novelties.
iberty
,k. • mil / ,1 *• . “ ---- ... | ouu lue juvc ui iiuvemes. One of its
ineir masters, the injury to religion becomes much I attendant curses is “that fatal licence of whichtreater, ant thn —__ 1 , . .. . _greater, and the perversion of morals more entire. j we cannot entertain sufficient horror”—the freedo 
of ,rellS10n> by which! of the press. The new doctrine of permitting
alone kingdoms can subsist and authority be ....... ,___ _ ,O11.
tained, are shaken off, we see the progress of the i ent, in the Pop
the apostles, who caused a large number of evj 
books to be publicly burned. The dissemination 0, 
unlicenced books has been|the means of shaking the 
popular attachment to princes, of whom the Scrip, 
tures say, “there is no power but of God: he 
that resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance0f 
God,” &c. The real object of the men who cir. 
culate these sentiments is to bring the peopleintc 
subjection to themselvs, under the mask of 
claiming liberty. “To this end were direct- 
ed the criminal notions and designs of the Vando- 
is, the Begards, the Wicliffites, and other children 
of Belial, who were the disgrace of mankind,and 
who were for their offences so often and so justly 
anathematized by the apostolic see. Those im”. 
postors who are now laboring for the same object 
wholly aspire to be able to boast with Luther that 
they are ‘independent of every thing,’ and to at­
tain that most easily and expeditiously, they boldly 
attempt the most criminal enterprises.”
After adverting to the importance of maintain­
ing the connexion of the church with political 
government, the power of which, he says, is dread­
ed by the advocates of unbridled liberty, the Pope 
introduces the following exhortation:
“It is with grief, doubtless, but also with confi. 
dence in Him, who commands the winds and pro­
duces a calm, that we haye written all this, vene­
rable brethren, in order, that covering yourselves 
with the shield of faith, you may strive to contend 
courageously for the Lord. It is to you especial­
ly that it belongs to show yourselves as a rampart 
against every high thing that exalts itself in op­
position to the knowledge of God. Draw the 
sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, and 
let those who hunger after righteousness receive 
from you the bread of that word. Called to be 
dilligent workmen in the vineyard of the Lord, stu­
dy and labor to eradicate from the field which is. 
entrusted to you every root of bitterness, to des­
troy, every evil seed, and to raise an abundant 
harvest of virtues. Embracing in our paternal 
affection those who devote themselves to the ec­
clesiastical sciences, and to questions of philoso­
phy, do you earnestly exhort them not to depend 
imprudently on their own understanding, which 
will remove them from the path of truth, and draw 
them into the way of the impious. Let them re 
member that God is the “guide of wisdom and 
the reformer of the wise, ’ and that he cannot cause 
us to know God, without God, who teaches men by 
his word to know God. It is the part of a presump­
tuous man, or rather of a fool, to weigh in a hu­
man balance the mysteries of the faith which sur­
pass all knowledge, and to trust to reason, which 
is feeble and weak by the condition of human na­
ture.”
The circular concludes thus;
“But in order that all this may happily take 
place, let us lift our eyes and hands to the holy 
Virgin Mary, who alone has destroyed all heresies 
and who is the object of our greatest confidence, 
or rather, who is all the foundation! of our hope; 
since, in the midst of the pressing wants of the 
flock of the Lord, she implores by her protection 
a favorable issue to our efforts, our designs and our 
measures. We beg earnestly, and by humble ap­
peals, both to Peter, prince of the apostles, and to 
Paul, his colleague in the apostleship, that would 
by an unshaken firmness prevent that any should 
lay any other foundation than that which God him­
self has laid. We have then this hope, that Jesus 
Christ, the author and finisher of our faith, will 
at length console us for the tribulations which we 
have suffered on all sides: and we alfectionately 
impart to you, venerable brethren, and to the flocks 
committed to your charge, the apostolic benedic­
tion, the pledge of heavenly aid.”
ruin of public order, the downfall of princes, the 
overturning of all legitimate power. I his mass 
of calamities results chiefly from the combination 
of those societies into which all that there is in 
the most criminal sects and heresies, of sacrilege, 
disgrace, and blasphemy flows as into a sewer, 
with the mingling of all filth. These evils vene­
rable brethren, and many others perhaps, still more 
disgraceful, but which are too numerous to be re­
peated here, and which you very wrell know cause 
us to feel deep and bitter grief—us whom the zeal 
of the whole house of God ought particularly to 
consume, placed as we are, in the chair of the 
prince of the apostles.”
The Pope calls all the bishops to assist him in 
keeping the “wild hoar of the wood from wasting 
the vine, and the wolves from destroying the flock;” 
and declares that their duty in that respect will be 
performed, if in taking heed to themselves and to 
their doctrines, they continually bear in mind that 
“the universal church is shaken by every novelty 
that prevails,” and that, according to St. Agathon, 
“nothing that has been decreed £by the church] 
should be retrenched, or changed, or added to; 
but that it is necessary to preserve the decrees pure 
and according to their meaning and language.” To 
secure this, they are recommended to inculcate, 
with great zeal, “confidence and sincere venera­
tion” for the chair of St. Peter, remembering the 
words of St Cyprian, that “he falsely flatters 
himself that he is in the church £of Christ] who 
abandon^ the chair of Peter, on which the church 
is founded.” They are warned against counten­
ancing the interferance of any subordinate officers 
or members of the church in the prerogatives of 
the chair, and are directed to teach the duty of 
implicit submission to all the ordinances promulga­
ted by the Pope.
lie specifies, as one of the evils of the day, that 
extensive efforts have been made to abolish cleri­
cal celibacy. He speaks also of the abuses of 
marriage in general, and complains that its sancti­
ty as a sacrament is so little observed. When it 
is not recognized in this holy character, he thinks 
it natural that the connexion should be unfortunate.
The letter then refers to a new heresy, which 
the Pope calls “indifferentism," a term which may 
be adopted as better than the slang term of “ no­
thingarians,” which is sometimes used in this coun­
try. The Pope, however, uses it in a more sweep­
ing sense than it is applied among us. He defines 
it to be the belief that “one can obtain eternal 
salvation on profession of any faith, provided the 
personal character of the individual be moral and 
entirely blameless.” He regards this error a« so 
self evident that it will give the clergy no trouble 
to repel it.
Such errorists are declared to be necessarily 
“against Christ,” and “consequently, without 
doubt will perish eternally, if they do not hold the 
Catholic faith, and if they do not maintain it en­
tire and inviolable.”
From indifferentism proceeds that “ absurd and 
erroneous maxim, or rather that raving of deliri­
um, that it is proper to allow to every man liberty 
of conscience.” The way for this notion, the Pon­
tiff thinks, is prepared by the prevalence of the li­
berty of opinion which is maintained far and wide, 
to the ruin of civil and religious society. But, 
says Augustine, “what can sooner be fatal to 
the soul than liberty of error?” “ In fact con­
tinues the letter, “take away all restraint which 
can keep men in the paths of truth, and the natu­
ral inclination to evil will drag them down the preci­
pice ; so that we may justly say that the pit of the 
abyss is opened, whence St. John saw the smoke 
rising and obscuring the heavens, and from which 
issued forth locusts, which ravaged the earth.”— 
From the prevalence of such sentiments result 
the corruption of youth, contetnpt of sacred things, 
“and, in a word, they constitute the most fatal 
scourge of society,” as all history shows that the
THE SCOURGE OF GOD.
The recent report of the City Council that the 
disbursements of the City Treasury in consequence 
of the Cholera had amounted to one hundred thou­
sand dollars has naturally led our minds to a re­
view of the scene of distress and consternation 
which caused this comparatively small item in 
sum total of the devastation.
The ominous cleanness of the streets, an t ic
men to publish what they please is very differ- long white gutters filled with lime in its various 
ent, in the Pooe’s opinion, from the practice of1 chemical preparations, carried home to bosom
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denied or perverted ; may it not be said that its 
precepts have been equally outraged and contemn­
ed? We call ourselves a Christian people; and 
yet the Christian Sabbath, the most sacred and 
precious of the institutions of our religion, is ha­
bitually profaned; and profaned too, under the 
sanction of public law. Thousands and tens of 
thousands of the servants of government are re­
quired to labor on that day of rest, concerning 
which God hath said, remember the Sabbath-day, 
and keep it holy. And although petitions most 
numerously and respectfully supported, have[urg- 
ed Congress to restore the pious usage of our 
fore-fathers, and recognize the paramount authori­
ty of the divine law; those petitions have hither­
to been presented in vain. We profess before the 
world our conviction that all men are born free 
and equal; and yet murmurs of complaint arise 
from multitudes of our fellow men born in this 
land ot freedom to an inheritance of labour, ser­
vitude and woe. We profferred to the aborigines 
of this country, whose hunting grounds we have 
converted into well cultivated fields and thriving 
villages and cities, the benefit of protection and 
nursing care; but like the protection which the 
powerful too commonly extend to the weak, it 
will perpetuate their degradation, till it consum­
mates their ruin. They mingle their groans and 
sighs with the winds that howl through the western 
wilds, and their tears with the waters of distant 
streams; but we heed not their complaints, and 
coolly march on with our improvements, not re­
flecting that to their hapless tribes, it proves the 
march of extermination!
If turning away with feelings of humiliation 
and sorrow from a view of our national sins, we 
take a survey of our individual morals, does it af­
ford any relief so the dark shadings of the picture ? 
Blessed be God, for the goodly company of the 
faithful in this land who know the truth, feel the 
power, and obey the precepts of the everlasting 
gospel! They are the salt of the earth—under 
God, the bulwark of our country; the true con­
servators of our fredom.
But, alas! how widely different is the moral as­
pect of the majority of our citizens? Surely it 
cannot be said of us as a people, that we fear God 
and work righteousness. How rapidly are the sim­
ple and economical habits of our fore-fathers 
wasting away before the giddy march of extrava­
gance fashion? How are the numerous tem­
ples of disipation and pleasure crowded with vo­
taries? With what enthusiastic eagerness do mul­
titudes seek after wealth, as if it were the one 
thing needful—and how fearfully prevalent is that 
couefoMsrtess which is idolatry? How commonly 
is piety shocked, and decency outraged by the 
language of profaneness and obscenity? And, 
notwithstanding the noble effort made to resist 
the flood, how does intemperance pour .its burn­
ing torrent of desolation across our land, marking 
its progress by the wrecks of fortune and morals 
—of domestic peace, and human life? How ma­
ny dwelling places are unsanctified by the domes­
tic altar, and their neglected inmates unblest with 
the restraning and purifying influence of family 
religion! What multitudes of youth, in despite 
of the hallowed instructions, and freely-offered 
benefits of Sunday’ schools, are growing up in ig­
norance and vice! And how many thousands, 
even of those who pay a decent attention to the 
forms of religion and the precepts of morality, 
are wilfully closing their eyes against the light of 
truth,—resisting the influences of God’s Holy, 
Spirit, and hardening their hearts against his fear! 
What a dark cloud of guilt is perpetually rising 
from every part of our country, to intercept the 
rays of God's favor, and shut out the light of his 
countenance! For all our national and individu-
everv passenger the fact, that death was in the air 
which he was breathing;—while the sombre litters 
for carrying the sick to the hospitals, and the aw­
ful dead cart passing and re-passing gave evidence 
to the most careless eye, that there was death tug­
ging awayin vital agony in the heart of a great city.
From the 24th to about the 30th of July, the 
sun smote down on deserted looking streets. The 
hum of Broadway, and its butterfly crowd was no 
more. As we walked each sad day up this arena 
of pride and fashion, we felt the loneliness of a 
solitude depressing our spirits. I he attack, the 
death, the interment of those we had recently 
seen in health and beauty, were circumstances all 
told at once; and on those solemn days the thought 
would often arise—must we all fly ? must this great 
city become a desert?
One hundred thousand dollars will reimburse 
the city treasury—but millions would not repay 
individuals for their losses in consequence of their 
flight from the city, loss of trade, and the suc­
ceeding depression of pecuniary means.—New- 
York Messenger.
From Dr. Henshaw’s Sermon, 4th of July, 1832. 
NATIONAL SINS.
In his dealings with nations, no less than 
individuals, theSovereign of the universe justly de­
mands returns of love, gratitude and obedience 
proportioned to the priviliges conferred. How 
large, then, is his demands upon us? [AmericansJ 
As we are first in the reception of his mercies, 
we should be first in our efforts to maintain his 
honor, obey his will, and promote his glory. Is 
this the case? Are we in advance of other na­
tions in the practice of virtue, benevolence and 
piety. Is this favored field, which the Lord hath 
so pre-eminently blessed, yielding fruit answerable 
to the culture bestowed? Are we “a holy nation,” 
a “peculiar people, zealous of good works?” Or, 
on the contrary, may it not be said of us, as of the 
Israelites, in the text, they provoked him by their 
counsel, and were brought low by their iniquity?
Without undertaking to measure the degree 
which indicates the point we have reached on the 
scale of guilt—or, to compare our sins with those 
of other countries—or, to assert, what I do not 
believe, that this youthful nation is more deeply 
stained with criminality than those which are sink­
ing into decrepitude and ruin, under the pressure 
of the accumulated vices of successive generations: h 
—I content myself with remarking, that even here, 
there is wickedness enough to excite the deep dis­
pleasure of Him who cannot look upon iniquity 
without abhorrence—and to awaken the appre­
hensions of the patriot, lest the righteous judg­
ments of the Almighty should spread desolation 
over this fairest portion of the globe.
In this favored country, where religion, equally 
unfettered and unprotected, sustains itself by the 
purity of its doctrines, the self-denying labors of 
its ministers, and the virtuous energy of its friends; 
where every man may select his own creed, and 
worship according to the dictates of his own con­
science; where the Gospel has free course and is 
glorified; where its Divine Author has poured out 
in rich abundance the influence of his grace, and 
crowned his truth with success perhaps unexam­
pled in any other part of Christendom:—yes, even 
here, infidelity has lifted its brazen front, and the 
enemies of the church have vented their blasphe­
mies against the Most High.
Contempt of truth and godliness has not been 
confined to the rabble, whose brutal ignorance 
might form some apology for their scepticism; but 
has found a lodgment in the high places of the 
land, and been unblushingly avowed by some whom 
the nation has delighted to honor. It has infused 
its venom into the grave essays of some of our phi­
losophers, as well as into the song of the profane; 
and poured forth its streams of death in the de­
bates of our national assembly, no less than in the 
riotous clamor of the tippling house. Every spe­
cies of error has been rife among us. Fa­
naticism has reveled to madness in certain quar­
ters of the land; and soul-destroying heresies have 
sprung up and yielded a rank harvest in this soil 
of liberty
And while the truths of religion, have beehthus
From the Youth’s Companion. 
AMBITION BLASTED.
Every one acquainted with the public men of 
our country, must know something of Aaron Burr, 
of this city, once Vice President of the United 
States. His history exhibits a striking instance 
of blasted ambition. Of a most persuasive elo­
quence and bland manners, with a deep knowledge 
of the human heart, Aaron Burr looked forward
in his earlier days to the highest offices and dis­
tinctions of the republic. He had attained the 
highest but one. But before his dark and search^ 
ing eye there stood one obstacle to his ascent; it 
was Hamilton. The illustrious Hamilton, who 
had weathered the storms of the revolution by the 
side of Washington, and who had saved the nation 
in her counsels that Washington saved by his 
sword and Fabian prudence,—was a patriot too 
incorruptible to look coldly on and see the rise of 
an unprincipled spirit, whose intellectual capacity 
only equalled his want of principle. To the eye 
of Hamilton, Burr was in politics what Benedict 
Arnold had been in the field; and his opposition 
to his designs, partook of that keen and stern 
character which even made Hamilton so terrible 
to the enemies of the true rights of the country.
They met, at length, on the “ dark and bloody 
ground,” about two miles above Hoboken, on the 
Jersey shore, opposite this city. Hamilton fell—r- 
and as he fell, the earthly prospects of Burr dark­
ened in thick-ribbed gloom.
Immediately after this catastrophe, the conduct 
of Burr began to excite attention. He frequent­
ly took sudden and rapid and distant journeys, 
disguised so as not to be known on the road. One 
week he would be seen in his office in New-York 
the next in a distant city, as if he had dropped 
from the clouds. It was at first supposed that he 
was suffering the agonies of remorse for the mur­
der of Hamilton; but the eye of government soon 
detected the preparation for some design of vio­
lence. Arms and men had been gathered at dif- 
erent points, either for a division of the United 
States, or for a descent up jn Mexico—or for both 
objects blended. He was arrested in the remote 
west and carried in irons for many hundred miles 
through a country over whose Senate be had pre­
sided as the second officer of government, to the 
place designed for his trial. He was acquitted of 
the charge of treason, but the irreversible sen­
tence of public opinion had gone forth against 
him. He became a wanderer in foreign lands.
Over a tew of these vagrant years of his life a 
deep obscurity rests. He returned, however, to 
New-York, the scene of his former glory and as­
pirations. Here he has spent his life with but little 
notice or distinction; and without any more influ­
ence over the public mind, than if he had been 
frozen into a statue of stone the moment that he 
sent the death-shot to the bosom of Hamilton.
Sometimes, now,-a iittle, bowed down man, with 
his eyes fastened on the pavement, may be seen 
hurrying along in the vicinity of Reed street. 
His hair, which was once black as the raven’s 
wing, is now blanched with the whiteness ef snow 
His eyes, which once shot lightnings in their soul- 
searching glances, are now lustreless and dull.
That man is Aaron Burr.
From the New-York Observer. 
THE END OF ST. SIMONISM.
Bolrec, (Lower Seine,) 26//z Sept. 1832.—The 
pope of the St. Simonians, M. Enfantin, has been 
condemned to pay a heavy fine, and to imprison­
ment, with several of his disciples. This is a sad 
end after so fine a beginning. These great refor­
mers of the human race have not been able to re­
form the members of the jury, who have condemn- 
them for having pilfered money and taught immor­
al doctrines. M. Enfantin wanted to play the part 
of a pope before the court of assizes; he pretend­
ed that he was inspired, and that the judges and 
the public were mocking him. “I wish to know,” 
he cried, “before whom I am.” “Sir,” replied 
the President of the tribunal, “you are before 
your judges and your counsel.” During the trial 
many facts have come to light not very honorable
to the chiefs of St. Simonism; and this last affair 
al sins, we should be afflicted, and mourn and weep, has completely killed the sect, which struggled
even in its last agony. It is laughable that father 
Enfantin had brought two young woman to plead his 
cause before the tribunal. He had placed them be­
hind him elegantly dressed in blue robes, accord­
ing to the costume of the sect; but the judges 
were not willing to accept these two female advo­
cates, in spite of the authoritative manner ot fa­
ther Enfantin.
I send you this postcript to keep your readers 
informed of the last news of St, Simonism. It is
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probable that all will end here, and that these 
gentlemen will not figure any more in our corres­
pondence. I shall be silent hereafter respecting creejiwn'ce—by whom nations are
St. Simonism, for we do not speak of the dead, all—when we say that Christians are the salt of the earth.
One word more.—We are not declaiming,—we are but ut- the Churchman. The Editor says in his valedictory addrs« 
I teriiv the woids of Him by whom kings rule and princes de- , that wherever bis abode may be, the principles’and sentinien*
I am, &c.
blessed if they are blessed at by which he has been hitherto guided, and which have bee 
j set forth in the columns of the Banner, will be as ‘dear toy, 
G. DE F. In other words, we are backed by scripture in declaring that if I as the apple of his eye.*
' this country is saved, not only in the present crisis, but made !
{ a standing, living monument of the blessing of civil and reli­
gious freedom, it will be through the salutary influence of j 
Christianity .and Christian people—We say this in the face of 
all the ethics, and philosophy, and political wisdom the world
ever saw.__There is no other ‘salt’ than this that can save our
country from destruction, and our independence from the 
grave, where the last signer of its declaration has already gone.
As all Christians believe this, will not all Christians lay it 
to heart?
Snow—There was sleighing nearly three weeks since t 
Middlebury, Vermont. Since that time there have been, t 
this section of country, showers as warm as those of Msv.
Clerical Change—The Rev. B. C. C. Parkerj!^, 
of Trinity Church, Lenox, Mass, who has had the charge e 
the Episcopal parishes in Otis and Blandford, has been ma 
imousl) invited to become the Rector of St. James’ church 
in the very flourishing town of Woodstock, Vermont, ft 
Rev. Joel Clapp, now Rector of the Episcopal church in Gar. 
diner, Maine, resigned the charge of this parish, early thelaj 
spring.—Episcopal Watchman.
The Rev, William Chaderto.-i has resigned his charge in St 
Peter’s Church, Philadelphia, and accepted the Rectorship of 
Christ Church, St. Louis.—Prot. Episcopalian.
BISHOP KEN S DOXOLOGY.
Bishop Ken’s well known doxology, “ Praise 
God from whom all blessings flow." &c., is a master­
piece at once of amplification and compression— 
amplification on the burden, “ Praise God,” repeat­
ed in each line; compression by exhibiting God 
as the object of praise in every view in which we 
can immagine praise due to him; praise for all 
his blessings, yea, for all blessings none coming 
from any other source; praise by every creature, 
especially invoked, “here below,” and in “heaven 
above;” praise to him in each of the characters 
wherein he has revealed himself in his word— 
“Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.” Yet this com­
prehensive verse is so simple, that by it, “out 
of the mouth of babes and sucklings praise 
might be perfected;” and it appears so easy, that 
one is tempted to think hundreds of the sort might 
be made without trouble. The reader has only to 
try, and he will he quickly undeceived, though 
the longer he tries, the more difficult he will find 
the task to he.—Montgomery.
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Liberty of the Press.—The Pope in his late circular, an 
outline of which is publishedin to-day’s paper, calls the liber­
ty of the press “that fatal license of which we cannot enter­
tain sufficient horror.”
Were ‘Ilis Holiness—fully persuaded as he at present ap­
pears to be, of the pernicious tendency of such liberty—well 
acquainted with the present character of the American politi­
cal press, would he not be enabled to draw therefrom an argu­
ment not easily to he answered, in support of his opinion? 
Suppose him to he arguing the case, a month ago, with one 
somewhat inclined to disbelieve that such liberty would be so 
pernicious to the public peace,—might he not say something 
like this:—‘Look to America, that land of heresy; examine 
with me the character of their principal prints—of course they
either speak what is true or they do not__ Now if they do tell
the truth, what are we to think ? Why we are to suppose that 
they are endeavoring to elect a man to their Presidency—that 
there are two or three candidates, and that every one of these 
men are knaves or fools—that they are unworthy of public 
confidence—that they are guilty of hypocrisy—:of duplicity, 
and of meanness to which no name can be given, and which 
no ears ought to hear. Now it cannot be doubted that even 
in America, had as it is, there are some men of principle, and 
at the same time of political wisdom—but they are not even 
made candidates.—The strife seems to he how they shall elect
the most depraved and immoral man----What does this speak
for the character of the people? On the other hand, if what 
this press proclaims is false, it must be basely so—most out­
rageous scandal—and yet the people love to have it so. Now 
if what is said is false, of what use is it. Is scandal and abuse, 
is slander and falsehood of any use to a people? If you ac­
knowledge that they love it, you acknowledge that they are 
debased beyond measure. If the American political press 
speaks the truth it publishes that country’s shame—if what it
says is false, it proclaims its own__ Look upon the case as you
will, you must acknowledge that I am right when I declare 
that the liberty of the press is ‘ that fatal license of which we 
cannot entertain sufficient horror.”
Is there any error to he found in this reasoning supposed to 
come from the Pope of Rome? If not, we must look to other 
sources for arguments in favor of the Freedom of the Press. 
The present character of the American political press does not 
furnish them.
Now undoubtedly the press, when free, is an engine of in­
calculable power.—If rightly directed it is an unspeakable 
blessing, and if abused an unspeakable curse. Were this foun­
tain entirely poisoned, this generation would witness the death 
of principle and of freedom as sure as an effect would follow 
a cause, and just so surely, should this fountain send forth 
healthful streams, would our children, to the fiftieth generation, 
breathe the pure air and inhabit the fertile soil of Free 
America.
The Rev. C. II. Jacobs lias resigned the Rectorshin of
Grace Church, Philadelphia__ ib.
Ordinations—On Sunday morning last, in St. Paul’s Chap­
el, the Rev. George E. Hare was admitted to the holy order 
of Priests, by the Rt. Rev. II. U. Onderdonk, D. 1). 'ft 
prayers were read by the Rev. Mr. Bowman of Pennsylvanii 
and the Lessons by the Rev. Mr. Van Pelt of the same d» 
cese.
Confirmation—On Sunday morning last the Right Ret 
Bishop White administered the rite of Confirmation in St 
Paul’s Church, in thia city, to thirty persons..
In the evening, a sermon was preached by the Rector d 
the Church, addressed to young men. The body of tlx 
Church, and all the aisles and vestibules, were filled witl 
young men, making a most interesting congregation, in thei 
number and enaracter, and deep attention. Hundreds wer 
away disappointed, notwithstanding the Church was crowds 
with a congregation probably not short of two thousand pei 
sons. We trust, by the Lord’s blessing, that real good w; 
effected. This is the commencement of a course of Sermon 
addressed to Young Men, to be preached by several of tl 
Clergy of this city, at the request of the Managers of the Ph 
ladelphia Institute, on Sunday evenings. The sermon fi 
next Sunday evening, will be by the Rev. Mr. Barnes,
the First Presbyterian Church__ Episcopal Rec.
Confirmation.—At a visitation by the Bishops of this Die 
cese, at Yonkers, on the 9th instant, 34 persons were confim 
ed. It is an interesting fact, that within the last .15 month 
the Female Missionary Association of the parish at Yonkc 
has given ,§80 to the Green Ray Mission, $80 to our Dioc 
san Society, mid $150 to the Greek Mission.
The Bible Cause—A surprising fact is developed in are 
cent attempt to re supply Oneida county, of this state, wit 
the bible. The county was supplied in 1818, and yet in go. 
ing lately through 13 townships, there were found 20, 26, il 
43, 49, 51, 53, 70, 90, 90, 82, 105, 106 families, in all 533, 
which had not an entire bible! An efficient agent wasra- 
ployed, we understand, by the County Bible 8ocietYtWf» 
from house to house, making inquiries for the destitute,id 
obtaining the contributions of the benevolent. Let otto 
counties imitate the example of Oneida.—N. Y. Evant/elisl.
Not in the Bible.—At a meeting of a religious represent! 
tive body at Crawfordsville, Indiana, a few weeks since, a vote 
was passed, of seven to two, disapproving of Temperance, 
Missionary, Bible and Tract Societies, and Sabbath-schools; 
and it was determined that the patronage of any of these in­
stitutions ought to subject the offenders to ecclesiastical dis­
cipline. The argument that carried this point was the saai 
as was used in opposition to the introduction of a new vegeU 
ble into Scotland, not many centuries ago,—“ Potatoes are k 
mentioned in the Bible.”
“National Sins.”—We think we can say with the editors 
of some of our eastern papers, when noticing the present state 
of our country, that “we are not alarmists,” Why should we 
be? Far removed from the arena of public strife, the ‘war of 
words’ scarce reaches us, yet as it has grown louder and louder 
on our eastern shore its echo lias now reached us even in this 
‘ far distant west.’
Our exchange papers of course arc of a character not. con­
genial with such topics as this—they speak rather of a king­
dom of peace—while our own duties and inclination alike 
forbid that we should spend our time in search of materials
to awaken sectional feeling or excite political fear__ With us
and our little community polities lias but little to do or we 
with them. Shut out from the world as we are for objects 
purely literary and religious, the din of public strife has scarce­
ly reached us, or the commotions in the political world dis­
turbed our even’ course. This is as it has almost always 
hitherto been, but now from every quarter we hear the cry, 
hitherto suppressed, ‘Disunion, Disunion!’ The papers of 
one political creed tell us that Ichabod has been inscribed on 
all our institutions—‘their glory having departed’—that our 
Supreme Court is hut a name, and our constitution a rope of 
sand. Those of another political creed, unblushingly declare 
that the Union is a curse—the handmaid of tyranny and the 
grave of freedom.
One says, ‘as we are, we are not free;’ the other ‘as we are, 
we are slaves indeed,’ and yet no contention can he more fierce, 
no ‘war of words’ more bitter than that which is raised from 
one end of our land to the other about the course to he pur­
sued.—There is a mania abroad in the land and every man is 
(, mad.
The sentiment of the heathen of old, that ‘whom the gods 
would destroy they first made mail,’ though wrong in one re­
spect, is right in another, when applied to the Living God__
He makes no man mad—he lias but to leave men to themselves 
and they are so, and that he has declared he will leave those 
nations to themselves to work their own destruction, who des­
pise him and his law, none who read his word will pretend to 
deny. It has been said that God’s dealings with individuals 
and communities differ only in this, that communities and na­
tions, as such, can be punished or blessed only in this world__
Perhaps it is so; at all events the general truth must he acknow- 
1 edged by all who believe the word of God, that ‘Happy is 
that people whose God is the Lord,’ and with it the corres­
ponding truth, that that people must be cursed from whom the 
Lord departs.—Has our own country, so young in years, be­
come so old in sin as to be thus utterly deserted by the God of
Nations? If so, the mania that is abroad in the land will in­
crease more and more until our country hasteth as a bird to 
the snare knowing not that it is for her life, until ‘disunion’ 
shall cease to be an evil in prospect; and on our institutions 
I CHA BOD be written in blood.
What then are our ‘national sins?’ We leave this question 
be answered by an article in this day’s paper under that 
head, and which, perhaps, more than any thing else, has elicit­
ed these remarks.
aSNSttAZ. SUMMARY.
From the New-York Observer.
Lafayette’s Letter__ Written to a gentleman just retwi
ing to this country from France.
“La Grange, Sept. 27th, 1832. 
“ Upon you, my dear Sir, 1 much depend to give our fricn 
in the United States a proper explanation of the stateof thin 
in Europe. You have been very attentive to what has pass 
since the revolution of 1830. Much has been obtained bei
We have so often solicited the assistance of cur brethren in 
aid of the Observer, and that in a great measure in vain, that 
we feel but little disposed to do it again, and yet why may we
not? Shall an engine of tremendous power, and free to all _______ _____ ___ —_____
be used, as far as we are concerned, by the enemy alone ? Shall an^ *n °0icr parts of Europe, in this wniilwind of a wee 
, , ,, • , , j, ,, , , . Further consequences here and in other countries, Great nr;the sword, made and burnished, undoubtedly, to be used in the ain ftnd included, wiH be the certain result; W
service of God, be abandoned entirely, to those who use it al­
most altogether in warring with each other? We hope not__
As far as the religious press of our country is concerned we 
believe not. May we not therefore be permitted to indulge a 
hope, though from former experience it must be feeble, that
we shall hereafter oftener hear from our clerical brethren__
We hnow that all we wish can be done, and we are convinced 
that it ought to be done.
Banner of the Church—The last number of this paper 
has been issued. Its discontinuance is owing, of course, to the 
removal of Bishop Doane, one of the editors, to take charge 
of his diocese. Its subscribers were to be added to the list of
they have been mauled and betrayed, where they ought to to 
received encouragement. But it will not be so short and 
cheap as we had a right to anticipate it might be. I think 
useful, on both sides of the water, to dispel the clouds win 
ignorance ot design may throw over the real state of Europe 
and French politics.
“In the mean time, I believe it to be the duty of evi 
American, returned home, to let his fellow citizens know w 
ill-natured handle is made of the violent collisions, threats 
a separation, arid reciprocal abuse to injure the character a 
question the stability of Republican Institutions. I have i 
much confidence in the patriotism and good sense of the se 
ral parties in the United States, to be afraid those dissent! 
may terminate in a final dissolution of the Union;—bvtsho 
such an event be destined in future to take place, deprecated o 
has been by the last wishes of the departed founders of the lia
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tiun, Washinyton at their head, it ought, at least, in charity, i After the fire had been got under, and all the engines but at a tlmc wl,cn they are proclaimed to be 
xot to take PLACE BEFORE the perioo (not now remote) ; one had retired, the roof of the old State House, occupied as Phenix. 
when every one of those who have fought and bled in the City Hall, was found to have taken fire from the sparks
THE CAUSE SHALL HAVE JOINED THEIR CONTEMPORARIES.
“ Most truly and affectionately, your friend,
‘LAFAYETTE.”
thrown out of the former building,
' ever, without any further damage than the destruction of the 
I attic story, and the flooding of the lower rooms, the injury 
! done to the building is ‘ ' 1 ' p
On the first floor of the Hall is the Post-office and Messrs. 
Toplifl’s Reading room.
Board of Aldermen 
Office, Auditor, and other city officers.
The letters and papers in the Post-office were all preserved, 
but its business was necessarily suspended for the day.
Lotteries----The Grand Jury of the Court of Oyer and Ter­
miner, held in and for the City and County of New-York, for 
November term, 1832, do present, that they have deliberately 
investigated the subject of lotteries, to which their attention 
had been especially directed by the Court, and are unanimous­
ly of opinion that the lotteries which have been for a long time 
past, and those that are at present existing, in this state, are 
and have been conducted under color of laws deemed to be un­
constitutional. The Grand Jury do therefore present the ex­
isting lotteries as a public nuisance, and respectfully request 
the Court to communicate the same, or a copy of this present­
ment, to bis Excellency the Governor of the State, in order 
that a communication, touching the premises, may be made to 
the Legislature at their next session, whereby the constitution­
ality of the said laws may be investigated, and if unconstitu­
tional may be repealed: and that tbe Court would also cause a 
copy of this presentment to be communicated to the lion, the 
City of New-York for their information.
Latest from Liberia__ By an arrival at Boston, we have
received the Liberia Herald of Sept. 7th.
The annual election took place on the 28th and 29th of 
August. A. D. Williams was elected Vice Agent of the 
Colony; Abraham Cheesman and John Lewis, Councillors; 
and Joseph J. Roberts, High Sheriff.
John B. llusswurm, Editor of the Herald, has been ap­
pointed Colonial Secretary, and C. M. Waring, Francis Deva- 
ny, Elilah Johnson, and Colin Teague, Magistrates.
From the Liberia Herald, Sept. 7.
Growth of our Colony__ Whoever has perused our col­
umns, from time to time, for the last four months, must have 
perceived that our,commerce is daily on the increase. With 
Great Britain our intercourse is almost weekly, and if her 
vessels touch not for trade, they generally do to procure re­
freshments and kroomen, or gain information of what vessels 
have proceeded to leeward. Should our port continue as open, 
we look forward in the course of a few years to an extension 
of our commerce along the seaboard, and in the interior. 
In fact we know of no place that will be able to dispute the 
palm.
Sierra Leone and the European settlements to the Leeward, 
are on the decrease in every respect, and if they were not so, 
they could offer but feeble competitions against our infant re­
public, nurtured as we trust she will be, by tbe protecting arm 
of our government. And while we indulge in these pleasing 
hopes, we wish not to forget the fond and indulgent parent, 
who has heretofore watched over our infant progress with ma­
ternal solicitude. Let our interests be better understood by 
our citizens generally, and the ample page of knowledge more 
and more unfolded to the opening genius of our rising youth, 
and if any of the present generation survive fifty years hence, 
their tale of the early settlement of the Colony would hardly 
be credited.
With our growth and increase, every man is deeply interest­
ed, and has it in his power to contribute by precept or exam­
ple towards so desirable an object. We have been led into 
these remarks from an activity and bustle which have appeared 
in the business part of our city. During the greater part of 
these rains (and the case is still the same on the gold coast,) 
our harbor was visited but seldom; once every seven wdeks or 
so by European or American vessels. American masters, as 
they become better acquainted with the coast and trade, pay 
but little regard to the seasons, or the many stories circulated 
at home of the unhealthiness of the climate, or the semi-annual 
descent of the rains. God in his providence has allotted a 
portion of sunshine and rain, of winter and summer to every 
land, and foolish are they who expect to behold any country 
all sunshine or rain.
Williams College.—We learn from a catalogue of this In­
stitution, just published, that the number of students is 133 
a larger number wc believe, than it has had before for many 
years; viz. Seniors 57, Juniors 32, Sophomores 35, Fresh­
men 39.
Auburn Seminary—Wc arc authorised to state that the Rev. 
N. S. S. Beman has declined the appointment as Professor of 
Sacred Rhetoric in the Theological Seminary at Auburn.— 
Evangelist.
Amherst College—President Humphrey and Rev. Mr. Vaill 
are now in this city, endeavoring to complete the fund of 
$50,000 proposed to be raised as the indispensable means of 
sustaining that college. By its unparalleled growth, having 
in about ten or twelve years of its existence become already 
the secon/l college in the union; the number of students has 
outgrown the original funds on which it was established. We 
hope they will experience the customary liberality of our mer­
chants, who have heretofore so nobly patronized literature con- 
ccrated to religion.—ib.
Amherst College.—The whole number of students is 227, 
viz. Seniors 41, Juniors 50, Sophomores 64, Freshmen 72. 
During the present year lectures will be delivered on Political 
Economy and Legislation, by the Hon. Samuel C. Allen.
Oneida Institute—We understand that the Rev. William 
T. Hamilton declines accepting the Presidency of this inter­
esting and growing institution. The reason assigned is, that 
its endowments are so limited.
We hope an enlightened Christian public will furnish the 
Trustees with all the funds requisite, to enable young men la­
boring with their own hands in hours of relaxation from stu­
dy, to acquire as thorough an education as students at other 
institutions where no labor is performed._ ib.
Fire in New-York.—Between one and two o’clock on Fri­
day morning, a fire broke out on the premises of No. 5 Chath- 
am-square, which building extends to, and fronts east on Cath­
erine street. It was divided into three apartments, and was 
occupied by Mr. Seymour, as a tavern, by Johnson and Iled- 
den, grocers, and Wm. Naylor, tin-smith. The whole of the 
interior, including the goods was destroyed. We understand 
that Mr. Seymour was insured for $1100, which will cover Ins 
loss. Messrs. Johnson and Hedden estimate their loss at 
$1000—they had no insurance.
Fire at Boston,.—On Wednesday morning afire was discov­
ered in a brick building in State street, opposite tie City Hall 
in Boston. The interior of the building and tie roof were 
entirely burnt before the fire was extinguished. During the 
conflagration a canister of powder, kept for private sporting, 
exploded in the office of Mr. Center. Several persons were 
knocked down by the concussion, and two of Item severely 
burnt.
11T
________
nuilitv.—Cherokee.
It was extinguished how-itI Bcsto^Iieenses, gc.-A meeting of citizens was held at 
«m the destr?„.t;,,n ,.f tK„ !tbe SuPre™.e Co,urt R,°,?in on r>rsday evening, for the pur­
pose or calling the public attention to the importance of mak-
Srnmed at from $5 0C0 to $« I SlStf' ’ * f tT* f T * -ho
t, n • r, . , wdl foster the institutions for the correction of the public moll i t t m . T, e „ c .■ ,. r ‘" 0. .... rals, viz. tue House of Reformation for Juvenile OlR.n.U-.
. , lic -
„„„ „ -Ti i i • , , ,, , ,tMS» * * th f f r ti  f r il ffe ders
,? r'i, r T V House of Correction, and tire 1'uWic Schools, and „bo » n5 I,“111' I ™>“™ “ « -dnetion of fte arnnher of licensed p,2
for the retail of ardent spirits. A committee of seven was 
appointed to take measures for promoting the object of the 
meeting. Tbe Hon. James Savage officiated as Chairman of 
the meeting, and Mr. George A. Samson as Secretary.
Temperance.—It is the concurrent testimony of gentlemen 
who have travelled extensively in this and the adjoining States 
during the summer past, that the cause of Temperance is evi­
dently gaining ground. In the first circles of society, ardent 
spirits are rarely used—and when they are, it is either with an 
apology that it is a habit which they have not been able en­
tirely to overcome, or that a little is necessary for their parti­
cular situation, or, what is not uncommon, with a quiz upon 
‘cold water men’—indicating their vicinity to those who have 
adopted the principles of the Temperance reformation, and 
from whose example they receive a continued rebuke__ Charles­
ton Observer.
The Work is Not Hone yet.—In 1831, the imports of ardent 
spirit into this country were 1,852,223 gallons. This was for 
home consumption. In 1830, the imports were 986,046 gal­
lons—or only about half the amount of the present year. In 
1824, the imports were 5,285,047 gallons. The inference is 
so plain, that he that runneth may read. There is work 
enough to do—there is great encouragement to do it—if it is 
not done, all previous labor will be speedily lost. Reflect on
these things—and then act as the occasion requires__ Conn.
Observer.
John li. Peters, Foreman, Josiah Maey,
Richard S. Williams, Nathaniel Mead,
Edward Taylor, Anson G. Phelps,
John B. Davison, Wm. Couch,
Henry Suydam, Isaac Frost,
Abraham 0. Voorliies, John Rogers,
Knowles Taylor, P. G. Stuyvesant,
Win. Raynor, John Morss.
New- York, Nov. 16, 1832d
Among the eminent, men who have died during the present 
year, are Charles Carroll, of Carrollton; Sir Walter Scott; 
Jeremy Bentliam; Cuvier, the distinguished Naturalist; Sir 
James Mackintosh; Crabbe, the poet; Munden, the actor; 
Dr. Spurzheim, the phrenologist; Clementini, the celebrated 
pianist and composer; Goethe, the German author; Cassimer 
Perrier, Prime Minister of France; young Napoleon; and 
Champolion, the Egyptian Antiquary.—Bost. Trans.
The Louisiana Advertises, of Nov. 10th, published at New 
Orleans, says:—“We are satisfied that the health of the City, 
within the last three days, has decidedly improved. We have 
no returns from the Catholic ecmetry; but at the Protestant, 
on yesterday, there were but 7 burials. On Monday next, 
we shall publish the whole interments of the week.
'The business of our city lias been much retarded by tbe pre­
vailing epidemic, and scarcely a dray is seen moving through 
the streets; but, as confidence, in the minds of our citizens, is 
becoming, every day, more and more restored, the bustle and 
activity, to which we are accustomed, will shortly be resumed. 
We have had a serious time,—but as the mortality has visited 
only the filthy and intemperate, our Merchants and men of 
business, have escaped. Strangers may now visit us with safe­
ty.— Weekly (New Orleans J Advertiser.
Manufacture of India Rubber.—Mr. C. C. Nichols, says the 
Boston Daily Advertiser, has introduced the manufacture of 
cloths of various kinds, saturated by India Rubber, which are 
adapted to a number of uses. In one form of manufacture 
this cloth is admirable for tympans sheets for printing presses, 
as much superior to parchment, or any other cloth which we 
have seen used. It will probably be soon introduced into uni­
versal use for this purpose. It is also adapted to make shoes, 
boots and other articles of dress impenetrable by water. Mr. 
N. lias lately shown a sample of cloth, which is entirely coated 
on one side with the India Rubber, without any mixture of 
other materials, and thereby rendered entirely impervious to 
water and air, while the other side remains clean, and the cloth 
perfectly pliable. The discovery of a mode of preparing cloth 
in this manner, must be highly useful. It is applicable to any 
kind of cloth or silk of coarse or fine texture, and to leather.
The Season.—The weather continues mild and pleasant.
A year ago to-day the Canal was frozen up, and remained so 
until spring. A year ago yesterday, there was twelve inches 
of snow in Onondaga county. A year ago next Thursday, 
the river was frozen over, and water communication with Al­
bany terminated for the season. In the morning of that day, 
the thermometer stood in this city at 14 deg. above zero. A 
year ago next Tuesday, snow fell in Boston to the depth of § 
or 10 inches. A year ago next Wednesday or Thursday, In­
surance Companies of this city sent off a vessel laden with 
provisions, clothing, fuel, rigging &c. for the relief of vessels 
on the coast. On the 16th December, anthracite coal was 
$16 a ton, hickory $4 a load, oak 28 shillings.—Journal of 
Commerce.
The Cherokees.—The General Council of the Cherokee Na­
tion at Red clay, closed its session on the 31st ult. We had 
promised our readers the publication of Mr. Chester’s commu­
nication to the principal Chief, renewing the propositions to 
the ,Cherokees to enter into a treaty, but they have not come 
to band. The council made no reply to his commuications, 
more than a notice to the War Department, through the me­
dium of Col. Montgomery the agent, that a delegation had 
been appointed, composed of John Ross, Principal Chief, and 
Senators R. Taylor, J. Vann, and J. Baldridge, to proceed to 
Washington, to attend to the interests of the Cherokees. As 
to the appointment of Governor Lumpkin, which the Secreta­
ry has already intimated, to hold treaties with the Cherokees 
we will not condescend to sell a nation to a man who is now 
about to rob us. The Cherokees will enter into no treaties,
The New York State Temperance Society have determined 
to make a large distribution of their monthly sheet, “The 
'Temperance Recorder,” in the Valley of the Nississippi. 
Ten thousand copies of each number are appropriated to this 
purpose. They also purpose to furnish each Sunday-school
in the Valley with a complete series of that paper__ Sunday
School Journal.
Violent Gale.—One of the severest gales ever known was 
experienced on our coast about the 1st of the present month. 
Much damage has been done to shipping, and much more than
has yet been heard of, will, probably be brought to light.__
The ships Alabama and Pulaski, which sailed from New-York 
Oct. 16th, for New-Orleans, having together about 150 pas­
sengers on board, it was feared bad been lost, but tbe recent 
intelligence is, that tbe former had arrived safely, and the lat­
ter is aground, on tbe Tortugas hanks, passengers and crew 
safe, and cargo only partly lost.
New- York and Charleston.—A steam packet has been con­
structed at New-York, to ply between that city and Charles­
ton, S. C. The last Saturday was appointed for the com­
mencement of her first trip.
The publication of a daily paper has been commenced in 
Troy, N. Y., entitled tbe Daily Troy Sentinel.
Slave Trade—Advices from the Gold Coast to the first of 
September state that the slave trade was exceedingly brisk, 
there being 13 vessels between Cape St. Pauls and Cape Lo­
pez, laden with cargoes for the purchase of slaves.
Five deaths of Malignant Cholera occurred at tbe House of 
Industry, in Boston, last week.
Mobile, Nov. 9__ The Mobile Register states that corn and
fuel are extremely scarce, at that place. Corn sold at two dol­
lars per barrel and there was not more than 200 barrels in the 
market.— Cincinnati Gazette.
One of the Mormonitc clergymen, at Marietta, (Ohio) has 
given out that he is the Comet, which lias beeu so long calcula­
ted upon; and that at a proper season he shall take occasion 
to blaze out. What next?
foreign.
Turkey and Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria, dated tli e 
20th of August, state that a naval action took place near Cy­
prus and Rhodes, in the middle of August, between the Turks 
and Egyptians, in which the Turks were defeated, with the 
loss of one ship of the line, a frigate, two corvettes, and three 
brigs.
Accounts from Constantinople, dated the 10th of Septem­
ber, state that tbe last remnant of the Turkish army was de­
feated at Bylau on the 29th, and that Ibrahim occupied Adana.
Tbe accounts from Vienna, of Oit, 3, confirm the above 
descriptions of the disastrous state of the Ottoman affairs.— 
These successive defeats by sea and land, which the Sultan has 
recently experienced from the ruler of Egypt have been as 
rapid as they were unexpected. As an explanation of the 
military and naval superiority of Egypt over Turkey, it may 
be observed, that Mohammed Ali, tie Pacha of Egypt, has 
been before-hand with the Reforming Chief of the Ottoman 
Empire in the introduction of European improvements in 
the equipments, dress, and tactics of hi* army and navy, and in 
the education of his officers. For sone years past the Pacha 
of Egypt has not had less, we believe, than 60 or 80 of his 
subjects of all ages, in France, and 4i or 50 in England, sent 
and maintained in these countries at lis own expense, for the 
purpose of receiving an European education. These pupils 
are destined for various professions; tley are educated for ship 
building, house building, military aid civil engineering, as 
surgeons, artists, watch-makers, mill-wriglits, machinists; in 
short, for all the professions in the art; and sciences known in 
Europe. We mention this to show tbs systen, the industrious 
activity, and the foresight of the Facia of Egypt—N. York 
Ohst rver.
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We will venture to say that there is no country in ^ejvorid,
POETRY. __
STANZAS.
BY DON JOKGE MANHIQUE.
O, let the soul her slumbers break!
Let thought be quickened and awake—
Awake to seee
IIow soon this life is passed and gone, 
And death comes softly stealing on,
IIow silently!
Swiftly our pleasures glide away,
Our hearts recall the distant day,
With many sighs; 
The moments that are speeding fast 
We heed not—but the past—the past,
More highly prize.
Our lives are rivers gliding free,
To that unfathomed, boundless sea,
The silent grave:
Thither all earthly pomp and boast 
Rolls, to be swallowed up and lost
In that dark wave. 
Thither the mighty torrents stray,
Thither the brook pursues its way;
And tinkling rill— 
'There are all equal—side by side,
The poor man and the son of pride,
Lie calm and still.
This world is but the rugged road,
Which leads us to the bright abode
Of peace above:
So let us choose that narrow way 
Which leads no traveller’s foot astray
From realms of love. 
Our birth is but the starting place,
Our life the running of the race—
We reach the goal, 
When in the mansions of the blest,
Death leaves to its eternal rest
The weary soul.
Ilehold of what delusive worth 
The bubbles we pursue on earth,
The shades we chase, 
Amid a world of treachery—
They vanish ere death shuts the eye
And leave no trace.
Time steals them from us, chances strange, 
Disastrous accident and change,
That come to all: 
Even in the most exalted state,
Relentless sweeps the stroke of fate—
The strongest fall.
Tell me—the charms that lovers seek 
In the clear eye and blushing cheek,
The lines that play 
O’er rosy lip and brow of snow;
When hoary age approaches slow,
Ah! where are they? 
The cunning skill, the curious arts,
The glorious strength that youth imparts,
In life’s first stage— 
These shall become a heavy weight,
When time swings wide its outward gate
To weary age.
Where arc the high born dames, and where 
Their gay attire and jewelled hair,
And odors sweet? 
Where are the gentle knights that came 
To kneel, and breathe love’s ardent flame
Low at. their feet? 
Where is the song of Troubador,
Where are the lute and gay tambour
They loved of yore? 
Where is the mazy dance of old,
The flowing robes inwrought with gold
The dancers wore?
So many a duke of royal name,
Marquis and count of spotless fafne
And baron brave,
That might the sword of empire wield,
All these, O death! hast thou concealed
In the dark grave ! 
Their deeds of mercy and of arms,
In peaceful days, or war’s alarms,
When thou dost show, 
O, death ! thy stern and cruel face,
One stroke of thy all powerful mace,
Can overthrow.
Unnumbered lost* that threaten nigh, 
l’ennon and standard floating high,
And flags displayed— 
High battlements, entrenched around, 
Bastion and noated wall, and mound,
And pallisadc,
And covered tench, secure and deep—
And these camot one victim keep,
O death! from thee, 
When thou d«st battle in thy wrath,
And thy strorg shafts pursue their path
Unerringly!
Thou, Lord, vouchsafe to bless our land,
And ev’ry werk we take in hand;
That so with lifted hands we may 
Return thee praises night and dav.
a knowledge of the medical Geography of which is so import­
ant as that of the United States of America; and yet of no 
one is there such ignorance, in other countries, on the subject.
To the European emigrants it is a question of momentous in­
terest to ascertain with tolerable accuracy in what part of 
the Union he can best locate himself, with a due regard to the ln its train.
■ . rim i But what more of Medical Geography we have to lay behealth of his family, and at the same time to the further 
ing his views of money making, by mechanical or com­
mercial pursuits in the city, or, a more frequent and probable 
supposition, bv farming in the country—But not alone to 
foreigners is this inquiry one of interest. To the native citi­
zen it is of equal importance. By inclination more than ne­
cessity, the inhabitants of these United States are roving, rest­
less, and migrating. Ever intent on bettering their condition, 
thev are constantly on the alert to move to a section of coun­
try reputed to have a more fertile and cheaper soil, and a finer 
climate—though the latter is too often a mere secondary con­
sideration. Iii these migrations, however, change isnotsought 
for as a means of evading labor and toil, in the hopes of en­
joying an El Dorado without any personal risk or exercise of 
ingenuity On the contrary, the rovers are often tempted by 
a mere love of adventure, a restless desire of change for the 
sake of variety alone. Hardly is a person who has left Vir­
ginia well settled in Kentucky, before he is seized with a long­
ing to go to Missouri or Alabama, and if lie feels himself tole­
rably comfortable in iiis second move, lie will, not unwillingly, 
attempt a settlement still further west, and take a peep at the 
“ Alaeragoins” as a member of the Legislature (no matter of 
what state) once called the Aborigines; and perhaps join them 
in hunting and trapping one season, and fight them the next. 
There are sects, or currents we might call them, ol emigra­
tion from different quarters along the seaboard in a westerly 
direction. The New-Englander takes his course for Ohio and 
Illinois, or the Michigan territory; the Virginian, who used 
to be content with moving to Kentucky, now makes it, half 
the time, a mere reconnoitering ground, from which he takes 
a fresh departure for Missouri, Alabama, or Louisiana.
These are only some of the changes of place and climate 
sought after by our fellow citizens. Others, more numerous 
but temporary, are of nearly annual occurrence to a large 
number of all classes, An inhabitant of a district on one of 
the head waters of the Alleghany river in the State of New
York will he seen in Louisville, or even New-Orleans, sellin. 
the timber which, as a raft, he had floated first into the Ohio, 
and finally down the Mississippi: lie making his way home as 
best he may. In former times, this was an affair of infinite 
toil—now, thanks to steam-boating, he finds it an easy matter.
Merchants, shire-keepers, travel from all parts of the Union 
to the Atlantic cities, Philadelphia, New-York, and Balti­
more, to purchase goods—going through, in the journey’, as 
great a change of climate, as would the Italian travelling to 
Moscow, or the Spaniard to Denmark. We have seen one of 
these gentlemen from the Arkansas territory making his iny 
vestment of goods in Market-street, with as quiet, methodical, 
and unpretending manner, as if he had just left his store a 
few miles out of town. A person ill London, whose home 
was upwards of 1,200 or 1,500 miles distant, would be one of 
the lions of the day, no matter what his pursuits or modicum 
of intelligence; but here we are used to such things.
The meeting of the National Legislature, or Congress, is 
another means by which persons, in leaving their homes, often 
undergo great changes in locality and climate. The represen­
tatives from Maine and New-IIampshire are in a southern 
climate at Washington. Those from Georgia and Louisiana 
may complain of the cutting easterly and frozen air of the 
north in that city.
Conventions of a religious character in some one or other 
of the Eastern cities, bring persons together from remote and 
opposite quarters of the Union, and are the means of subject­
ing them to often trying changes and vicissitudes of climate.
Nor ought we omit a notice of another not less interesting 
and beneficial annual convention of persons, young indeed, 
but ardcut in the pursuit of a knowledge which, not solitary 
nor selfish in its application and enjoyment, is to be usefully 
applied to saving the lives and preserving the health of their 
fellow men. We of course allude to the medical students, 
who come on every winter to attend lectures, and study anato­
my and practical surgery and medicine. We see them to the 
amount of many hundreds every year in Philadelphia—from 
all parts not only of the Union but of North America. It 
has fallen to our lot in one season to have under our own im­
mediate charge a young gentleman from Nova Scotia, and 
another from Trinidad de Cuba, while pursuing their medical 
studies in this city.
Another numerous class of rovers yet remain to be men- 
tioned. They are travellers for health and pleasure; and in 
some respects they are entitled to a more conspicuous notice 
and friendly advice than the others whom we have enumerated. 
Many of them are females, wives, sisters, or daughters, who 
leave behind them the close and heated, and too often unheal­
thy atmosphere of the Carolinas, Louisiana and Mississippi, 
to inhale the purer air, and enjoy the scenery, and partake of 
the amusements of the North. Some hie them to the moun­
tains, and drink health from the famous springs of Virginia, 
and others hoping to make a league between fashion and 
health, visit Saratoga and the Lakes—while a third set keep 
along the shore inhaling the fresh breeze from the ocean, and 
bathing in its briny waters. Many of these travellers discover, 
after a time, that the change of place and scenes, the long, 
long distance from home, does not realize all their fervid hopes; 
and some are not a little chagrined to find that they may, with­
out due care, contract in, Pennsylvania, and in the fashionable 
tour through New-York, fevers so near akin to those of their 
own part of the country as not to be distinguished from them.
Fever and ague and remittent bilions fever are not the p 
ducts of the soil south of the I’otomac alone. Wherever fle 
a broad river, with its wide meadows and low grounds, 
wherever sluggishly steal along streams through marshes at 
loam and clay, there may these diseases be looked for in t] 
autumnal months by those who heedlessly expose themseki 
to the night air, and infringe on the rules of temperate livin, 
' et another evil awaits the traveller from the South, when! 
reaches our Northern coast—if his lungs be weak, he mu 
dread the eastern blast which brings with it catarrh, hcemoi 
tysis or spitting of blood, and, more than all, fell eonsumptio
fore our readers, and much remains, must be postponed for fu 
ture numbers of our Journal. We have only been able, n 
fact desired little more on this occasion than to show howJft,r 
ana wide the interest in the subject ought to be among the io. 
habitants of these United States.
The New-York American states that Washington Irving 
who has been for some time traversing the regions of the “fat 
west, expresses his gratification in the most animated terms.
His last letters, dated Fort Gibson, when on the eve of set­
ting out upon an expedition to the borders of Mexico, are 
written in capital spirits. He travels oil horseback irith In­
dians and hunters, “camps out” at night, ahd takes to the 
chance naps of a backwoods-man, as easily as if the last seven­
teen years of his life had been but an apprenticeship to forest 
craft. lie expressed himself very anxious to fall in with a 
hand of Pawnees, in order to he able to observe more narrowly 
the peculiarities of those roving and warlike tribes, which, un­
tamed and untameable, are. among the most interesting upot 
the continent, and probably afford the finest specimen of the 
morale, as well as the physique, of the American savage. These 
daring fellows, unless we are much mistaken, have recenth 
been engaged in violence of some kind or another, and wi 
hope that the handful of mounted riflemen, which our valued 
countryman has as an escort, will prove an adequate protection 
against any band of the vagrants he may happen to fall in 
with, that chance to he ill disposed. When .Mr. Irving re­
turns from his extensive tour, which has already extended from 
the White Mountains of New-Hampshire to the plains of the 
Arkansas, he will have seen more of American scenery, and 
had better opportunities of observing American character du­
ring one active summer, than ninety-nine hundredths of his 
countrymen, with every advantage, get in the whole course of
their lives. The result we predict, will be very gratifying__
The ardent patriotism of the author of Columbus will prompt 
him to inspire his countrymen with some of his own laudable 
curiosity about the land we live in; and his pen invigorated br 
themes so novel to the rest of the world and so grateful to , 
himself will trace his impressions with a freshness and forte 
that will rival its happiest exercise in any of his works.
Locusts.—One of these living clouds, which was th 
whole days and nights, without apparent intermission, passint 
over Smyrna, must have been, according to accurate observa­
tions made at the time, three hundred yards in depth, upward 
of forty miles in width, and nearly five hundred miles in length. 
Captain Basil Hall calculates that the lowest number of locusts 
in this enormous swarm must have exceeded 168,608,563,200,- 
000; and, in order to assist the imagination, Captain Beaufa 
determined that this cloud of locusts, which he saw drift-; 
by when he Jay at Smyrna, if formed in a heap, wouldte 
exceeded in magnitude more than a thousand and thirty times 
the largest pyramid of Egypt; or, if they had been placed on 
,the ground close together, they would have encircled the globe 
with a band a mile and a furlong wide.—Professor /hintth 
Lecture.
For Rhumatic Pains__ Dissolve as much salt in waters-
will make it swim an egg; rub the part affected before a fire, 
for fifteen minutes, just before going to bed. It is uncom­
monly effective.
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